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erge Ananouwas born in Benin in the late

70’s. He grew up in the popular suburbs of

Cotonou where he discovered the rhythms and

culture of Voodoo. At the age of 13, the youngman from

Cotonou started to play music as a percussionist before

he discovered his talents as a guitar player.

Autodidact andmusic enthusiast, Serge met a lot of

people and played many concerts in the West African

sub-region along the years.

In 2002, he went on his first European tour with the

group Fifawa Band. This experience allowed him to play

in Switzerland, France and Italy.

In 2006, Serge decided to settle in Francewhere he

began pursuing musical studies and jazz arrangement for

four years: one year at the CFPM (Paris) and three years

at the American School of ModernMusic/IMEP (Paris).

His music bears the traces of tension between the city

and the village

It remains African, but integrates elements of funk, jazz and

blues, including effective unison, preponderant rhythm and

breaks (both rhythmic and harmonic).
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In the beginning of 2017, he comes up with his first album

entitled “Bônou”. Entirely composed by himself, the lyrics

deal with his origins, fate and love, but also with social issues

such as minorities in Africa and Europe, albinism and violence

against women, etc…

The album Bônou has been well received by international

media such as SRF2 in Switzerland, SWR2,NDR Info,

RADIO EINS, FOLKERMagazin in Germany, CHANNELRADIO

(Global Tribal Music) in London, TABOGOBEATS CASTER FM

in Colombia, etc…



Serge Ananou has performed with his band both in France and abroad:

■ Festival Womaaf (Tanger Maroc)

■ Festival Un Autre Monde Orléans (France)

■ Afrika-Karibik-Festival Bayreuth (Germany)

■ Les Estivales du Cosson La Ferté Saint Aubin (France)

■ Chato’do Le Hangar Blois (France)

■ Festiv’été Argenton sur Creuse (France)

■ Schule der Künste Schwerin (Germany)

■ OMPI Genève (Suisse)

■ Le Café de La Danse Paris (France)

■ Crossing Borders- Stimmen Afrikas Cologne (Germany)

■ Begegnungsfest Bonn (Germany)

■ Artistania Berlin (Germany)

■ Le Coota Erdeven (France)

■ Le Coquelicot Fougères (France)

■ Les Notes salées Plobannalec Lesconil (France)

■ Ruhr International Bochum (Germany) …etc



In 2019, he released the Single HO "Problem". The song tells

the story of a man who is tired of city life –it’s constant stress

and social competition – and decides to return to the village to

have a peaceful life and to get away from the “stories” of the

city.

Serge Ananou has released his second album “Akôwé” under

his own label AÏHA in 2021. The 12-track albumwas produced

between Paris and Bonn in Germany, in collaboration with

around twenty musicians from various backgrounds and

different cultures.

Akôwé, meaning Intellectual, is the story of a colonized man

who tries to defend his double culture: The one inherited from

his ancestors and the one left by the colonialists. A musical

syncretismmixingWest African rhythms and songs with

influences of jazz, funk, blues, pop, etc...

Akôwé talks about love, freedom, perseverance, hope and

environmental protection.
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